Clinical utility of alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor in the management of adult patients with severe alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency: a review of the current literature
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Abstract: Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) functions primarily to inhibit neutrophil elastase, and its deficiency predisposes individuals to the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The putative protective serum concentration is generally considered to be above a threshold of 11 µM/L, and therapeutic augmentation of AAT above this value is believed to retard the progression of emphysema. Several AAT preparations, all derived from human donor plasma, have been commercialized since approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1987. Biochemical efficacy has been demonstrated by augmentation of pulmonary antiprotease activity, but demonstration of clinical efficacy in randomized, placebo-controlled trials has been hampered by the practical difficulties of performing conventional studies in a rare disease with a relatively long natural history. Computed tomography has been applied to measure lung density as a more specific and sensitive surrogate outcome measure of emphysema than physiologic indices, such as forced expiratory volume in 1 second, and studies consistently show a therapeutic reduction in the rate of lung density decline. However, convincing evidence of benefit using traditional clinical measures remains elusive. Intravenous administration of AAT at a dose of 60 mg/kg/week is the commonest regime in use and has well-documented safety and tolerability. International and national guidelines on the management of AAT deficiency recommend intravenous augmentation therapy to supplement optimized usual COPD treatment in patients with severe deficiency and evidence of lung function impairment.
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Introduction to alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency (AATD) and currently available treatment options

Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) is an acute-phase reactant protein that functions primarily as a protease inhibitor, with neutrophil elastase as the main target. In addition, AAT modifies mucociliary clearance through matriptase inhibition and cellular apoptosis through caspase 3 inhibition and has anti-infective, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects. Hepatic production of AAT may reach up to 34 mg/kg per day; 40% of this production remains in the circulation and 60% reaches the tissues.

AAT is a member of the SERPIN (SERin Proteinase INhibitors) superfamily, which shares a common structure consisting of a core with an active site that is composed of a hinged loop mechanism. This complex structure is very sensitive to conformational changes induced by mutations, and these changes have a variable, but mutation-specific,
impact on the biological activity of the protein, its ability to bind with other proteins and its cellular degradation and elimination.4

Low circulating levels of AAT are associated with low AAT concentration in the tissues, and the consequent reduction in the inhibition of inflammatory mediators leads to tissue damage, particularly in the lung. Some abnormal variants spontaneously polymerize leading to intracellular accumulation, endoplasmic reticulum stress and, ultimately, cell death. Polymer accumulation within hepatocytes is believed to be the principal cause of AATD-related liver disease, but AAT polymerization within the lung may also contribute to pulmonary inflammation.5

AAT is coded at the protease inhibitor locus (14q32.1), which is part of a cluster of genes located on chromosome 14.6 The group of protein variants is referred to using the abbreviation Pi (protease inhibitor) followed by a single letter classifier that relates to the electrophoretic migration speed of the relevant protein (M, S, Z, etc.).7 The M variant, present in 95% of Caucasian populations, is considered to be the normal variant, and the S and Z variants are the commonest cause of deficiency. An autosomal codominant pattern of inheritance generates the following common potential genotypes: MM, MS, SS, MZ, SZ and ZZ, which relate to the serum protein levels shown in Table 1 (a detailed review of the different AAT variants can be found at OMIM—Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man® McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine).3,9

Prevalence of the Z allele is geographically dependent, with a north-to-south and east-to-west gradient in Europe. The highest prevalence of PiZZ corresponds to Sweden and Norway (1:2,000), and in the Balkans, it is around 1:10,000, but the Z allele is extremely rare in non-Caucasian populations. In contrast, the S allele shows the opposite gradient, being more frequent in the Iberian Peninsula and decreasing progressively toward the north and east of Europe.

Table 1 Relationship between the commonest genotypes and AAT serum concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotypes</th>
<th>AAT serum concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mg/dL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>103–200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>100–180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>70–105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>66–120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>45–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>10–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null–null</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviation: AAT, alpha-1 antitrypsin.

The prevalence of PiSZ in Spain is around 1:300.10 In the “New World”, the prevalence of Z and S alleles is related principally with the pattern of migration from Europe, and in Asia and Africa, the prevalence is extremely low.

It should be recognized, however, that the prevalence of a deficient genotype in a population does not equate with disease prevalence. In particular, the risk of developing lung disease is dependent on serum AAT concentration in combination with environmental factors.11–14 Approximately 60% of PiZZ patients develop lung disease in adulthood, but this percentage varies depending mainly on the extent of tobacco smoking and inhalation of other pollutants.15–17 More than one-third of individuals will remain asymptomatic or experience mild symptoms without any evident impact on life expectancy.18 Less than 5% of PiZZ individuals will develop clinically relevant liver disease.19 Consequently, accurate estimation of the number of patients with AATD-associated liver or lung disease is problematic, and different approaches have been adopted to estimate disease prevalence. Studies of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) populations have estimated that 2%–3% of individuals diagnosed with COPD have AATD.9

The relationship between the serum concentration of AAT and the severity of emphysema supports the concept of a pulmonary protective threshold that is generally considered to be 11 µM/L.11 The corollary of this is that correction of the deficiency through therapeutic augmentation should be protective against the development of emphysema. As a consequence of this concept, techniques for the isolation and purification of AAT from plasma donors were developed and, on the basis of biochemical efficacy, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the use of intravenous Prolastin® in 1987.20,21 Since then, several products have been approved for the intravenous administration of AAT (Table 2) and >5,000 patients worldwide have received this form of augmentation therapy.22–29 These products are licensed for the treatment of individuals with severe AATD-associated lung disease but have also been used successfully for other indications, including panniculitis, difficult asthma and vasculitis.30 The therapy may also have a role in patients with AATD who have undergone lung transplantation.31

Purification methods, pharmacology, mode of action, pharmacokinetics and administration of currently available alpha-1 antiproteinase inhibitors

AAT is obtained from human donor plasma (supernatant A, which is equivalent to COHN fraction II + III). The methods
for protein isolation and prevention of infectious disease transmission, as well as the properties of the purified AAT, were initially described by Coan et al in 1985. One year later, Burnout et al reported obtaining 80%–90% purity in a 65%–75% yield of supernatant using a large-scale chromatographic procedure that included heat treatment to prevent transmission of blood-borne viruses. This method produced a purified AAT that exhibited inhibitory activity against trypsin and elastase that was equivalent to native serum protein.

Wewers et al evaluated the feasibility and biochemical efficacy of purified AAT infusions in a dosage that could maintain serum levels above the putative protective threshold. The concentration of AAT and anti-elastase capacity were measured in the epithelial lining fluid of the lungs in a population of 21 patients with severe deficiency who were administered AAT at a dose of 60 mg/kg of body weight once a week for a 6-month period. Serum AAT concentration peaked above 300 mg/dL in all patients and was maintained above the putative protective level with a calculated serum half-life of 5.4 ± 0.2 days (mean ± standard deviation). A sustained elevation of AAT was seen in the lower respiratory tract and was associated with a significant increase in the pulmonary antineutrophil elastase capacity. Computer modeling estimated the average serum level over 1 month to be 163±4 mg/dL (mean ± standard deviation), and after 3–4 weeks of therapy, all patients had trough serum levels and serum anti-neutrophil elastase capacity that remained stable throughout the course of the study.

Products commercialized subsequently have comparable efficacy; for instance, Prolastin®C (based on modifications to the Prolastin manufacturing process) is bioequivalent to Prolastin with a similar mean area under the plasma alpha,-PI concentration vs time curve over 7 days post-infusion (AUC0–7 days) at steady state (155.9 mg·h/mL vs 152.4 mg·h/ mL, respectively); a similar mean first observed peak plasma alpha,-PI concentration following drug infusion (Cmax) (1.797 vs 1.848 mg/mL, respectively); adjusted time to reach observed Cmax (tmax) (0.673 vs 0.820 h, respectively) and mean terminal half-life (t1/2) (139.3 vs 146.3 h, respectively). Trypsone® has shown an in vivo half-life of 5.9±1.2 days, renal clearance of 0.3±0.06 mL/min, Cmax of 37.1±4.8 µmol/L and a distribution volume of 3.5±0.61.

CSL Behring conducted a multi-center, double-blind, crossover study to demonstrate that the steady-state trough serum AAT level achieved by Zemaira® shows bioequivalence with Prolastin. The study included 44 individuals who received either the study drug or the control drug for a 10-week double-blind phase prior to the control group receiving the study drug. The difference in mean trough serum antigenic AAT concentration between the treatment groups was 1.45 µM (90% CI 2.77, –0.13), and a level of 17.7 µM during the steady-state period was achieved.

Alternative administration patterns to weekly infusion of 60 mg/kg body weight are in use. Using a Bayesian analysis of a population pharmacokinetic approach to determine whether intervals between doses of >7 days were effective in maintaining steady-state total AAT levels >0.5 g/L, Soy et al concluded that it is feasible to extend the dose interval to 14–21 days, yet still achieve adequate trough concentrations. Their model showed a mean expected exogenous minimum AAT concentration at steady state (Cmin) of 0.73 g/L for 60 mg/kg weekly, 0.34 g/L for 120 mg/kg fortnightly and 0.23 g/L for 180 mg/kg thrice weekly (ie, every 21 days), the last being slightly below the target interval. Intervals of 28 days or more were considered unsatisfactory because the putative protective threshold was not maintained.

Purified AAT is commercialized as a dry powder for reconstitution into the manufacturers’ solvent using an aseptic technique, which must be performed within 3 hours of intravenous administration and infused at the recommended speed of 0.08 mL/kg/min. A significant disadvantage to the use of the intravenous route of delivery is that only 2% of the administered drug is delivered to lung tissue and, given

<p>| Table 2 Purified AAT products currently licensed for intravenous administration |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Year of approval</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Regulatory approval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prolastin®</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, USA, Canada, Argentina and Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aralast®</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Baxter</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemaira®</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>CSL Behring</td>
<td>USA and Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trypsone®</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Grifols</td>
<td>Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfalastin®</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>LFB</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glassia®</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Kamada</td>
<td>USA and Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respreeza®</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>CLS Behring</td>
<td>Recently approved by the European Medicaments Agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Reproduced with permission from the European Respiratory Society © European Respiratory Journal, Jul 2009, 34(1)17–41; DOI: 10.1183/09031936.00184308.21

Abbreviation: AAT, alpha-1 antitrypsin.
the high costs of using pooled human plasma, alternative approaches are being sought.

The use of alternative sources of AAT, including transgenic human AAT production in other mammals, and the application of recombinant technology for AAT production in yeast may ultimately reduce production costs. Unfortunately, the use of AAT isolated from transgenic sheep milk may cause allergic reactions in humans, including possible hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and a trial of this product was consequently terminated. More recently, Ross et al have published data on AAT obtained from PER.C6 cells, but this protein remains to be tested in human studies.

Alternative approaches to the intravenous route of administration have been attempted, although these are not yet available for routine use. Inhaled AAT has the benefit of convenience and the potential benefits of achieving high concentrations of drug in the target tissue using much smaller quantities than when employing the intravenous route of administration. Several studies have demonstrated anti-elastolytic capacity; however, the presence of airflow obstruction and heterogeneous ventilation may lead to unpredictable and inconsistent drug deposition with consequent variable clinical efficacy.

**Intravenous augmentation therapy: efficacy studies, case reports and case series**

The infusion of donor-derived, purified AAT has been shown to augment pulmonary antiprotease activity as evidenced by the correlation between serum AAT concentration and lung anti-elastase activity as well as decrease in some inflammatory markers and markers of tissue damage. The outcomes of key clinical studies that have sought to demonstrate biochemical, clinical and radiological efficacy of intravenous augmentation therapy are summarized later and in Table 3.

**Decrease in the rate and severity of exacerbations**

Two observational studies have identified a therapeutic reduction in the number of exacerbations: Lieberman described a reduction in the rate of exacerbations from 3 to 5 per year prior to treatment to 0–1 per year while receiving treatment. Wencker et al identified similar benefits. In a retrospective study, Barros-Tizón et al showed a decrease in the number and severity of exacerbations and a correlation with the cost of hospitalizations. The severity of exacerbations was also shown to be reduced by augmentation therapy in the EXACTLE study (please also see “Decrease in CT-measured lung density decline” section).

**Decrease in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) decline and mortality**

Data obtained from the US NHLBI registry, which included a population of >1,000 patients followed over 3.5 to 7 years, demonstrated a significant reduction in mortality in the patients receiving either continuous or intermittent augmentation therapy compared with those who never received treatment (odds ratio [OR] 0.64; P = 0.02). In addition, FEV₁ decline was shown to be lower in those individuals on therapy with a FEV₁ 35%–49% predicted (66 vs 93 mL/year; P = 0.03). This study was pivotal in demonstrating the potential beneficial impact of augmentation therapy on lung function and mortality, but these findings were recognized to have come from observational data, rather than from a randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial. Nevertheless, it prompted the development of other national registries purposed with characterizing the natural history of AATD-associated lung disease. Other studies that have evaluated the effect of therapy on FEV₁ decline are detailed in Table 3.

In addition to illustrating the likely benefits of intravenous augmentation therapy, data from the NHLBI registry highlighted the practical difficulties of performing a randomized, placebo-controlled trial of intravenous augmentation therapy using FEV₁ as the primary outcome measure. At that time, FEV₁ was regarded as the “gold standard” surrogate marker for emphysema. However, the study findings indicated that 494 subjects with a baseline FEV₁ of 35%–79% predicted would be required per treatment arm over 3 years to detect a difference in FEV₁ decline of 15 mL/year. As a consequence, the search began for more sensitive and specific surrogate end points for use in randomized, placebo-controlled trials. Imaging biomarkers were recognized as being more sensitive and reproducible than traditional end points and in providing specific quantification of emphysema in a way that non-specific, global measures, such as FEV₁, cannot.

**Decrease in computed tomography (CT)-measured lung density decline**

CT accurately characterizes the morphological changes in the lung arising from emphysematous destruction and can provide objective metrics of disease severity. Visually based severity-scoring systems and densitometric indices derived from the lung voxel histogram (Figure 1) both relate closely to the histopathological features of emphysema. Lung density declines progressively with worsening emphysema due to loss of lung mass from continuing proteolytic tissue destruction and the increasing hyperinflation that is secondary to changes in lung compliance. Because CT images are densitometric...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Dosing regime</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Primary outcome</th>
<th>Principal results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seersholm et al&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Observational with control group (n=295)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline</td>
<td>Lower FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline in treatment group (56 vs 75 mL/year; P=0.02); treatment of apparent benefit in patients with FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; 31%-65% predicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American AAT Deficiency Registry Study Group&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>33% weekly, 43% fortnightly, 24% monthly</td>
<td>Observational with control group (n=1,129)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, mortality</td>
<td>Mortality reduction (OR 0.64, P=0.02); lower FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline in patients receiving IV AAT treatment and FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; 35%-49% predicted (66 vs 93 mL/year; P=0.03) Lower CT lung density decline (2.6 g/L/year vs 1.5 g/L/year; P=0.07); Reduction in exacerbation frequency (3–5 exacerbations/year vs 0–1/year during AAT IV treatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieberman&lt;sup&gt;47&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>55% weekly, 37% fortnightly, 8% monthly</td>
<td>Randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled (n=77)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, CT lung density decline, Exacerbation frequency</td>
<td>Increase in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; (10.6:12.1 mL/year) vs decline (36.9:61.2 mL/year; P=0.05); no difference in mortality Reduced rate of CT lung density decline in treated individuals (P=0.049); no difference in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; and DLCO; no difference in exacerbation rate but less severe in patients on active treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wencker et al&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Observational cohort without control group (n=96)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline</td>
<td>Increase in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; (10.6:12.1 mL/year) vs decline (36.9:61.2 mL/year; P=0.05); no difference in mortality Reduced rate of CT lung density decline in treated individuals (P=0.049); no difference in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; and DLCO; no difference in exacerbation rate but less severe in patients on active treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockley et al&lt;sup&gt;43&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Descriptive/mechanistic (n=12)</td>
<td>Inflammatory markers (sputum)</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonelli et al&lt;sup&gt;49&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Observational with control group (n=164)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, mortality</td>
<td>Increase in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; (10.6:12.1 mL/year) vs decline (36.9:61.2 mL/year; P=0.05); no difference in mortality Reduced rate of CT lung density decline in treated individuals (P=0.049); no difference in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; and DLCO; no difference in exacerbation rate but less severe in patients on active treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman et al&lt;sup&gt;51&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of studies including patients treated with IV AAT compared with controls from Canadian Registry (n=1,509)</td>
<td>Lung function, quality of life, exacerbations and lung density measured by CT</td>
<td>Lower lung density decline in treated patients (1.73 vs 2.74 g/L; P=0.006); no differences in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; and DLCO; no difference in exacerbation rate but less severe in patients on active treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane review&lt;sup&gt;52&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Meta-analysis of 2 randomized studies, controlled with placebo (n=140)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, lung density (CT), exacerbations</td>
<td>No conclusion about impact of augmentation therapy on mortality, exacerbations, lung infections, hospital admission and quality of life; uncertainty about potential harms; lung density measured by CT deteriorated significantly less in the treatment group compared with placebo; augmentation therapy not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getzsche and Johansen&lt;sup&gt;53&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Integrative analysis of lung density (n=119)</td>
<td>Density decline, FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, Lung function, frequency and severity of exacerbations and hospitalization costs</td>
<td>Significant reduction in desmosine and isodesmosine levels in the treated cohort against non-treated cohort (P&lt;0.0001), with similar values to normal population Significant reduction of desmosine and isodesmosine levels in BAL (P=0.0273) and plasma at 12 (P=0.0038) and 24 weeks (P=0.0038) under treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockley et al&lt;sup&gt;54&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Retrospective study (pre–post AAT IV treatment) (n=127)</td>
<td>Frequency and severity of exacerbations</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barros-Tizón et al&lt;sup&gt;55&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>180 mg/kg/21 days</td>
<td>Observational study without control group (n=10)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, lung density (CT), exacerbations</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al&lt;sup&gt;56&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Descriptive/mechanistic (n=140)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, lung density (CT), exacerbations</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al&lt;sup&gt;57&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Observational study with control group (n=110)</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, lung density (CT), exacerbations</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman et al&lt;sup&gt;58&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Multicenter study, double-blind, randomized, control with placebo (Pi&lt;sup&gt;ZZ&lt;/sup&gt;, null or rare genotyp with AAT &lt;11 µM, emphysema confirmed by CT and FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; 35%-70% predicted) (n=180)</td>
<td>Lung function, quality of life, exacerbations, pulmonary density by CT</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane review&lt;sup&gt;59&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IV AAT compared with placebo or no treatment</td>
<td>Review of randomized trials; 3 trials (n=283)</td>
<td>Benefits and harms of augmentation therapy</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getzsche and Johansen&lt;sup&gt;60&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60 mg/kg weekly</td>
<td>Open label extension for RAPID patients who had received active (early start group) or placebo (delayed start group)</td>
<td>CT lung density decline, FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline, DLCO decline</td>
<td>Significant reduction in sputum LTB&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AAT, alpha-1 antitrypsin; OR, odds ratio; IV, intravenous; CT, computed tomography; FEV<sub>1</sub>, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; DLCO, carbon monoxide diffusion capacity.
maps, CT lung densitometry can be used to monitor disease progression. A number of indices derived from the lung voxel histogram have been utilized for densitometry, but the most sensitive index for monitoring studies has been shown to be the 15th percentile method (PD15).60–62

CT densitometry has been validated extensively for use as a surrogate end point in studies of emphysema-modifying therapy. Densitometric indices correlate with morphometry of resected histopathological specimens, static lung function, exercise physiology and health status indices: they predict mortality better than physiology or health status and are more sensitive measures of disease progression than health status and physiology.63–74 Most importantly, in observational studies of disease progression, CT lung density loss correlates with deterioration in health status and with FEV₁ decline.61,62

CT densitometry offers significant advantages over traditional outcome measures; however, repeatability of the measure is limited by the natural variation that arises from differences in lung volume because the lung is a distensible organ that expands and contracts with respiratory movement. It is possible to reduce lung volume variability by exerting control over inspiration using, eg, a “gating” method.75–77 Spirometric control to maintain a constant level of inspiration during image acquisition constituted an early attempt to standardize for lung volume, but this proved difficult to accomplish in practice because of the need for a high level of patient compliance. A preferable method is the use of lung volume measurements obtained from volumetric CT imaging to adjust densitometry values using modeling.78–81 Since the lungs may be viewed as a sponge-like structure with preserved mass, a decrease in lung volume should effect a proportional and predictable increase in lung density. A log-transform of both lung volume and lung density would be expected to produce a linear relationship with a slope of −1. These so-called “volume correction” methods have been recommended for the reduction of variability in longitudinal densitometric studies of emphysema, and although the optimal approach to obtaining repeatable measurements in longitudinal studies has been contentious, recent interventional studies have provided methodological clarification (see later).

Coincident with the developments detailed in the aforementioned studies, a number of pilot studies were performed to explore the use of novel methodologies as alternatives to traditional outcome measures. Between 1991 and 1995, 26 Danish and 30 Dutch registry patients who were ex-smokers with a PiZ phenotype and moderate emphysema (FEV₁ between 30% and 80% predicted) participated in a randomized, parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of intravenous augmentation therapy.46 This was performed at two centers, and patients received infusions of either AAT (250 mg/kg

**Figure 1** Voxel frequency distribution histogram showing the appearance of normal lung (black line) and emphysema (gray line) and the derivation of the commonest densitometric indices.

**Notes:** The 15th percentile point (PD15) is defined as the cutoff value, in HU, below which 15% of voxels with the lowest density are distributed. This index becomes more negative with emphysema progression. The voxel index at a threshold of −950 HU (VI-950), defined as the percentage of voxels with a value less than −950 HU, increases with emphysema progression.

**Abbreviation:** HU, Hounsfield unit.
body weight) or placebo (human albumin) every 4 weeks for at least 3 years. Full lung function testing was performed at inclusion and at subsequent 3-month intervals. In addition, “patient-administered spirometry” (PASS) was performed every morning and evening throughout the study. Annual CT imaging was performed at both study sites for quantitative analysis to assess lung density, but different, non-contrast imaging acquisition protocols were employed at each site: of particular note, in Denmark, subjects performed tidal breathing at a lung volume close to functional residual capacity (FRC) in the sitting position, whereas in the Netherlands, subjects were ventilated through a pneumotachograph containing a valve that was closed at 75% of the total lung capacity (TLC). Quantitative analysis was performed on the whole lung and, separately, on image slices 5 cm below the carina. Several CT densitometric indices were employed and, in order to reduce the variability in CT lung density arising from differences in inspiratory volume between imaging series, standardization was achieved by the use of log-transformed lung volume. There was no treatment effect evident in the primary outcome measure, FEV₁, as would be expected given the underpowered design. However, the secondary outcome parameter, the PD¹⁵ of the whole lung, suggested that treatment reduced the annual loss of lung tissue by 1.07 g/L compared with placebo (P=0.07). In the placebo group, CT was more than twice as sensitive at detecting progression of emphysema as lung function, and furthermore, there was a correlation between the change in PD¹⁵ and the decline in both FEV₁ and KCO. These relationships provided further important validation of CT densitometry as a suitable outcome measure for use in emphysema-modifying trials. The authors concluded that the twice-daily monitoring of patients by PASS added little additional information to the conventional approach of using spirometry because the measurements were heavily interdependent. However, statistical power calculations estimated that a suitably powered study could be conducted over a period of 3 years in just 130 patients using CT densitometry as the primary outcome. This estimate compared very favorably with the power calculations that had been performed for FEV₁ as outcome using the NHLBI registry data.³⁹

A second randomized, placebo-controlled study of intravenous AATD augmentation therapy was the EXACTLE study, which was undertaken for the purpose of assessing various surrogate outcome measures for the progression of emphysema.⁵⁰ The study was conducted at three European sites, and the stated primary outcome was CT densitometry to measure the differential in whole lung density decline between the two treatment groups. Different methods for lung volume correction and regional lung analysis were explored. Other outcomes included exacerbations of COPD, captured using patient diary cards, lung function and health status. Patients with a serum concentration <11 µM were recruited from registries in the UK, Sweden and Denmark and received infusions every week of either AAT (60 mg/kg body weight) or placebo (human albumin) for 2 years, with an optional extension to 30 months. The progression rate of emphysema was determined by the change in the PD¹⁵ of the whole lung from CT imaging acquired at baseline and 12 and 24 months. Two methods to standardize density values for total lung volume (TLV) derived from CT imaging were utilized: a “physiological” method adjusted lung density using the ratio of TLV to the individual patient’s TLC and a “statistical” method incorporated log(TLV) as a covariate in the statistical model. Densitometric data were analyzed using both an end point and a slope analysis that, when combined with the two methods of volume adjustment, generated four different analytical approaches.

The modified intention-to-treat population included 36 patients in the active arm and 35 patients on placebo. A beneficial treatment effect of augmentation therapy was suggested by the difference in decline of lung density between the active and placebo groups. This difference was statistically significant in one of the four analytical methods that combined a statistical method for volume correction with an end point analysis (treatment difference 1.472 g/L, P=0.049). As seen in the Dutch–Danish study, the change in volume-adjusted lung density from baseline over the course of the study showed that the difference in lung density between the two treatment groups increased with time, suggesting a therapeutic retardation in the progression of emphysema. Lung function and health status declined over the course of the study, but they were less sensitive measures of emphysema progression than PD¹⁵, and there were no significant differences found between the groups in these conventional indices. Nevertheless, in the collective study population, the rates of decline in PD¹⁵ and FEV₁ were correlated. When treatment efficacy was assessed in a post hoc analysis using targeted regional analysis of the lower lung, which is the predominant location of panlobular emphysema, the retardation of decline in lung density seen in the active arm was statistically significant (P=0.04).⁸²

Exacerbation rates were similar in the active and placebo groups; however, there were proportionately fewer severe exacerbations in the active group. This post hoc analysis finding concurred with there being fewer subjects in the active group with at least one hospitalization due to an
exacerbation during the study. The total number of serious adverse events (SAEs) and number of patients with any SAE in the active arm were 28 and 10, respectively, compared with 40 and 18, respectively, in the placebo arm.

The EXACTLE study provided confirmatory evidence of the utility of CT densitometry as a surrogate outcome measure for studies of emphysema modifying therapy in AATD. It also provided some supporting evidence with a patient-reported outcome that suggests that intravenous augmentation may have a beneficial treatment effect on exacerbations. As a consequence of the collective evidence detailed earlier, a meeting of the Blood Products Advisory Committee of the FDA concluded that it accepted serial lung density measurements by HRCT as an appropriate clinically meaningful endpoint to assess the efficacy of augmentation therapy with intravenous alpha 1-proteinase inhibitor products on emphysema disease progression and permitted its use as a primary end point in Phase IV studies.

Subsequent to the FDA’s acceptance of CT densitometry as a surrogate outcome measure, data from the Dutch–Danish and EXACTLE studies were combined and reanalyzed. The design of these two studies was sufficiently comparable as to allow integration of the data with the primary purpose of being able to increase the number of study participants and, consequently, the statistical power. Subjects who had participated in both studies were included only once in this integrated analysis, leaving a total of 119 (n=60, active and n=59, placebo). Mean follow-up was ~2.5 years. The mean change in PD15 from baseline to final CT was −4.082 g/L for active therapy and −6.379 g/L for placebo, with a treatment difference of 2.297 g/L (95% confidence interval, 0.669–3.926: P=0.006). The corresponding rates of annual decline were −1.73 and −2.74 g/L/year, respectively. While there were minor differences between the two studies in CT scanning protocol, the two studies were comparable with regard to patient characteristics, study drug and duration of treatment. Furthermore, the design of both studies met the standards applied for inclusion in an integrated or meta-analysis.

In the wake of EXACTLE, a further study (RAPID) was performed that was powered to demonstrate a treatment effect of intravenous augmentation therapy utilizing CT densitometry as the primary outcome measure. Between 2006 and 2010, 180 patients with severe AATD (serum concentration <11 μM) were randomized to receive either intravenous augmentation therapy (60 mg/kg) or placebo over 2 years (RAPID-RCT). Patients in the non-US countries who completed this initial double-blind portion were eligible to receive open-label augmentation treatment at 60 mg/kg for a further 2 years (RAPID-OLE). The CT imaging protocol, which was more complex than that employed in the previous two studies, obtained scans at full inspiration (TLC) and relaxed expiration (FRC). In spite of the findings of the EXACTLE study, the chosen primary end point was a combination of CT lung density (PD15) measured at TLC and FRC, but the separate imaging series at TLC and FRC were also utilized. Secondary end points included the number, duration and severity of exacerbations, FEV₁, single breath diffusion capacity, incremental shuttle walk test, health status (using the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire) and mortality. Of the 180 patients, 168 (93%) were ZZ genotype; 93 (52%) received active treatment and 87 (48%) received placebo. Trial withdrawal was slightly higher in the placebo group (18 vs 9, P=0.04). Recruitment was necessary across 28 centers in 13 countries to achieve these numbers and reflected the “real-world” practical difficulties of performing interventional studies in a rare disease, such as AATD.

The absolute differences in lung density decline between the active and placebo groups, when measured at TLC and FRC combined and at FRC alone, were not statistically significant. However, when measured at TLC alone (ie, using the same method advocated by the EXACTLE study), the mean annual rate of decline was lower in the active group (~1.45 g/L/year vs −2.19 g/L/year, P=0.03, with an absolute difference of 0.75 g/L/year) (Figure 2). The only secondary outcome variable that differed significantly between...
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**Figure 2** Change from baseline in 15th percentile lung density (PD15), over the course of the RAPID study (RAPID-RCT and RAPID-OLE).

**Notes:** Data are from the mixed-effect regression model applied to each trial separately (RAPID-OLE ITT population). Adjusted PD15, lung volume-adjusted 15th percentile of the lung density. Reprinted from The Lancet Respiratory, 5(1), McElvaney et al, Long-term efficacy and safety of alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor treatment for emphysema cause by severe alpha-1 antitrypsin: an open label extension trial (RAPID-OLE). Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.

**Abbreviations:** ITT, intention to treat; TLC, total lung capacity; RCT, randomized controlled trial; OLE, open-label extension.
the groups was the serum AAT concentration. A post hoc pharmacometric analysis using modeled data showed that the annual rate of lung density decline was inversely related to the trough serum AAT concentrations. In those patients taking placebo who continued in the open-label extension (ie, RAPID-OLE), the rate of lung density decline was seen to slow and run in parallel with that of patients receiving active treatment throughout the study.37 Furthermore, the correlation between lung density decline and FEV₁ decline that was seen in the EXACTLE study was also evident when data over 4 years were examined from the RAPID-RCT and RAPID-OLE studies.

The EXACTLE and RAPID studies both demonstrated the critical importance of employing an appropriate CT lung densitometry protocol for the monitoring of emphysema progression and assessment of potential therapeutic disease modification. In particular, the method of volume correction was shown in both studies to influence repeatability of the technique. Furthermore, in the RAPID study, the choice of the level of inspiration at FRC during image acquisition likely deleteriously altered the specificity of lung densitometry as a surrogate measure of emphysema. Emphysema has consistently been defined and quantified on the basis of measurements performed on inflated lung. Therefore, it was entirely logical that the histopathological validation of CT densitometric indices as surrogate measures of emphysema was demonstrated using imaging acquired at full inspiration (ie, approximating to TLC) and compared with morphometry of lung tissue specimens fixed at full inflation. In contrast, CT imaging acquired in an expiratory breath hold is primarily employed for the assessment of air trapping, which is an indirect measure of small airways disease. Consequently, densitometry performed at a volume equivalent to FRC will fail to distinguish the low-density areas arising due to air-trapping from the low-density areas that relate to emphysema.

Inhaled augmentation therapy: rationale and potential applications
A number of lung diseases in which neutrophilic inflammation with an unfavorable elastase–antielastase imbalance plays a predominant role have been considered as potentially benefiting from inhaled AAT augmentation therapy, including AATD-related emphysema and bronchiectasis, cystic fibrosis and post lung transplantation bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome.

The inhaled route of drug delivery obviates the need for intravenous access and is familiar to patients who commonly use aerosol therapy, but the principal rationale for this approach is the need to reduce the amount of protein required to achieve therapeutic concentrations within the lung. There may also be the added benefit of prolonging the half-life of recombinant AAT when using the inhaled route. It is nearly 30 years since this approach was first explored, and initial studies in individuals with AATD suggested that the lung epithelial lining fluid levels of AAT could be raised and the anti-neutrophil elastase capacity maintained. It was estimated that twice-daily administration of 100 mg of human AAT would result in normalization of lung anti-elastase defenses at the alveolar surface.39 It is yet to be determined what the optimal delivery device and dose should be, and it is likely that both will be dependent on the disease being treated and whether the airways or alveoli are the target. However, it is evident that the use of “intelligent” devices, which have the ability to time dose delivery to the inspiratory phase of the respiratory cycle and adjust the pattern of inhalation, can significantly improve efficiency of protein utilization.84,85 Safety and tolerability reports are promising, but suitably designed Phase III trials are needed to determine efficacy of inhaled AAT in AATD and other chronic airway diseases.86

Augmentation therapy in conditions other than emphysema
Extensive data indicate that the principal function of AAT is elastase inhibition, but recent research has demonstrated other biological properties, including anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory effects. Based on these findings, augmentation therapy has been successfully used in a small number of patients (19 PiZZ and two PiMZ) with vasculitis (2 patients), panniculitis (13 cases), fibromyalgia (3 cases) and refractory asthma (1 case), commonly following the repetitive failure of conventional therapies.30,87 The administration regime used in these conditions has been the same as for the licensed indication, but, in some cases, treatment was discontinued following resolution.

Meta-analyses
Three meta-analyses have evaluated the efficacy of intravenous augmentation therapy. In the first of these, patients treated with intravenous AAT were compared with controls from the Canadian Registry. Randomized and non-randomized clinical studies with either a parallel-group design or a single cohort, pre–post design were eligible if augmentation therapy had been compared with a control regimen and if long-term (>1 year) longitudinal FEV₁ follow-up data...
had been collected. Data from five trials, including a total of 1,509 subjects, revealed a mean reduction in FEV₁ decline of 17.9 mL/year in those patients receiving treatment (limited to subjects with FEV₁ 30%–65% predicted) using a random-effect, meta-analysis.51

In 2010, Gøtzsche and Johansen52 published a review on behalf of the Cochrane Collaboration of the benefits and harms of intravenous augmentation therapy in lung disease: a total population of 140 patients was identified from the Dutch-Danish46 and EXACtLe30 studies, which had been selected independently by the two authors (although some patients included in Gøtzsche and Johansen’s analysis appear to have participated in both studies). Primary outcomes were mortality, FEV₁ and harms of the intervention; secondary outcomes included exacerbations, lung infections, hospital admissions, quality of life, carbon monoxide diffusion and CT lung densitometry. The review could not identify any reported information on mortality, although there were no deaths in either study (Professor Dirksen, personal communication). FEV₁ deterioration was reported to be slightly greater in the active group, but this was not significant (−20 mL/year more; 95% confidence interval −41 to 1; \(P=0.06\)), and for carbon monoxide diffusion, the difference was −0.06 mmol/min/kPa per year (95% confidence interval −0.17 to 0.05; \(P=0.31\)). The authors of the review reported that information relating to harms could not be found from the first trial, but in the second trial, SAEs were reported to have occurred in 10 patients in the active group and in 18 patients in the placebo group. They considered that these adverse events were unlikely to have any relation to the drugs used. The review reported a similar quality of life and number of exacerbations annually in the two groups but stated that information on hospital admissions or lung infections was not included in either trial. CT lung density data, combined from both studies, declined less in the active group (difference 1.14 g/L; 95% confidence interval 0.14–2.14; \(P=0.03\)). However, the authors concluded that augmentation therapy cannot be recommended because of a lack of convincing evidence of clinical benefit and the cost of treatment. Furthermore, they considered that further studies with surrogate markers cannot be recommended if the aim would be to establish whether augmentation therapy is of clinical benefit and advised that future studies should be powered to detect a possible effect on mortality.

Expert commentary on this publication has proposed a number of important deficiencies in the methodology employed by Gøtzsche and Johansen58 and highlighted that critically important data considered by relevant pulmonology societies to be evidence of efficacy (Table 3) were inappropriate excluded from the meta-analysis.

A second review by the same authors employed comparable methodology to the first review but added data from a third randomized, placebo-controlled trial, the RAPID study,55 to increase the sample population size to 283 (although some patients appear to have participated in more than one of the three studies). It was concluded that, although augmentation therapy does have a statistically significant benefit in reducing the loss of lung tissue measured by CT densitometry, lung function decline was not retarded with therapy. The husband and wife team of authors was unable to reach a conclusion about the impact on mortality, exacerbations, lung infections, hospital admission and quality of life because data on these outcomes were considered to be sparse and, consequently, their recommendation on the use of augmentation therapy was unchanged from their first review.56

**Safety and tolerability**

The safety and tolerability of AAT augmentation therapy have been well documented. In a 7-year observational cohort study of 747 participants receiving replacement therapy, the overall rate of adverse events was 0.02 per patient-month, and in 83% of patients, no events were reported.89 In participants who received augmentation therapy less frequently than weekly, the rate of adverse events was lower, with 0.03 events per patient-month for weekly infusions compared with 0.024 for fortnightly or three-weekly infusions and 0.005 for monthly infusions. In a further study, only five severe side effects (anaphylactic reaction and congestive cardiac failure) were reported from a total of 58,000 infusions, and the majority of adverse events were mild and self-resolving. These side effects included chills, urticarial rashes, fatigue, nausea and vomiting. No deaths have ever been reported and, since the approval of the use of human AAT by the FDA, there have been no reported cases of hematologic viral transmission.90 A modification of Prolastin, Prolastin-C, was made following the report of a case of anaphylaxis caused by IgE antibodies against Prolastin-HS®: this product has been shown to have equivalence and comparable safety, and there have been no reports of SAEs.91 In the more recent Cochrane review, the potential harms of augmentation therapy were evaluated with the conclusion that most of the reported adverse events were unlikely to be related to treatment, and consequently, no further analysis was conducted.96 Data for the safety and tolerability of Respreeza® are awaited.
Patient-focused perspectives such as quality of life, patient satisfaction/acceptability, adherence and uptake

Emphysema associated with severe AATD causes significant morbidity and mortality, which may possibly be alleviated through protracted augmentation therapy. However, the considerable cost of treatment over many years requires that real-world evidence of efficacy must be obtained, such as through the development and collection of tailored, patient-reported outcomes. To date, this issue has not been addressed effectively and there is a pressing need for closer collaboration between industry and clinicians, ideally with effective utilization of the rich data that are available in patient registries.

Administration patterns that differ from weekly infusion are commonly employed because patients often prefer to increase the interval between infusions to 2, 3 or 4 weeks. This approach has been shown in pharmacokinetic studies to be valid, but the effect on adherence has not been published.

Conclusion

Intravenous AAT augmentation therapy has been employed for >20 years and appears to be very safe. Trials using lung density as the primary outcome confirm definitively the benefit of this therapy on the progression of emphysema in patients with severe AATD.

The place of replacement therapy in the management of AATD varies between different international and national guidelines (Table 4) but commonly is indicated for use in patients with severe deficiency and evidence of lung function impairment to supplement optimized therapy for COPD.
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